The concept of intelligence has been debated since introduction of IQ tests in the early 1900s. Numerous alternatives to unitary intelligence have achieved limited acceptance and IQ remains the predominant theoretical basis for schooling. Multiple intelligences theory (Gardner, 1983) , despite criticism it lacks experimental validity, has had sustained interest by educators worldwide as a means of personalizing instruction and curriculum. The neuroscientific evidence for the intelligences has not been updated since 1983. This investigation reviewed 417 neuroscientific studies examining neural correlates for skill units within seven intelligences. Neural activation patterns demonstrate each skill unit has its own unique neural underpinnings as well as neural features shared with other skill units within its designated intelligence. These patterns of commonality and uniqueness provide richly detailed neural architectures in support of MI theory as a scientific model of human intelligence. This conclusion is supported by four previous studies revealing extensive neural evidence that MI theory distinguishes among ability groups and several cognitive qualities (Shearer and Karanian, 2017) . The emerging field of educational cognitive neuroscience strives to bridge the gap between laboratory findings and classroom instruction. MI theory aligns with advances in understanding how the mind and brain interact providing a practical interface between the art of teaching and neuroscience. A neuroscientific model of the multiple intelligences brings us closer to the goal of personalizing education by understanding the unique neuro-cognitive profiles of all students. These findings, coupled with advanced technologies, point the way forward to bring MI-inspired education to all students.
Introduction
The concept of intelligence has had a contentious history as both an educational and scientific theory. Despite decades of criticism, it remains either explicitly or implicitly the basis for educational systems around the world. Many researchers have abandoned the concept -in part or entirely -and instead investigate cognitive abilities, problem-solving, or information processing capacities. However, many scientists have also investigated the functional neural systems that underlie intellectual achievement. The reason for this has been summed up succinctly by Jung and Haier (2007, p. 171 ) "...there is no more important concept in education than the concept of intelligence." They assert that not all brains are wired the same way, thus "this simple fact could be revolutionary for education because it demands a neuroscience approach that recognizes the importance of individual differences and the necessity to evaluate each student as an individual." (2008, p. 174) .
The goal of designing education that can personalize instruction and curriculum according to each student's unique neural and intellectual configuration is as noble as it is elusive. The shear complexity of the brain's neural architecture presents a formidable challenge to connecting its functions to pedagogy. In 1997 Bruer (1997) voiced doubts that neuroscience alone could bridge between the lab and the classroom -however, much progress has been made since then. Certainly, there has been movement beyond the "pop psychology" of brain-based teaching notions toward a more fully realized field of educational cognitive neuroscience. This progress has been mirrored in our conceptualization of what constitutes human intelligence.
The theory of multiple intelligences (MI) is of primary interest to the present investigation. In his seminal book, Frames of Mind, Howard Gardner (1983 redefined intelligence as the ability to solve problems or create products of value in a culture or community. Using this broad, common-sense definition and criteria* that cover a range of evidence (e.g., neuroscience, psychometric and evolutionary evidence, and atypical populations), Gardner identified eight distinct forms of intelligence that are possessed by all people, but in varying degrees. The eight intelligences identified are linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, intrapersonal and naturalist (see Table 1 and for detailed descriptions Supplemental Information A1). Sources. (Gardner, 1983 (Gardner, , 1999 ; Shearer, & Karanian, 2017) .
Theoretical Models of Intelligence
Traditional psychologists have criticized MI theory since its inception (Waterhouse, 2006b) . A criticism of MI theory is that it lacks support from large scale studies (Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; Waterhouse, 2006a) or experimental research (Sternberg, 1996; Traub & Gardner, 1999 : Waterhouse, 2006a . It has also been proposed that the eight intelligences are simply different manifestations of general intelligence (Jensen, 1999; Visser, Ashton & Vernon, 2006 ). An important practical criticism is that educators should not base instructional and ijps.ccsenet.org International Journal of Psychological Studies Vol. 11, No. 3; curricular decisions upon a theory that lacks support from neuroscience evidence (Gerin & Fien, 2016; Hale, 2016) . and is controversial (Gottfredson, 2004; White, 1988; Willingham, 2004) .
Among neuroscientists, the predominant view on intelligence is that there is either one general intelligence (g) or two types of intelligence (fluid and crystallized). However, there is a debate regarding the possible sub-divisions of intelligence and how each sub-division relates to "g" (Barbey, et al., 2012; Basten, Hilger & Fiebach, 2015; Duncan, et al, 2000; Jung & Haier, 2007) . Numerous other theories that deviate from the unitary intelligence theory -including triarchic (Sternberg, 1988) , emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1995; Salovey & Mayer, 1990) , structure of intellect (Guilford, 1954) , faculties of mind (Thurstone, 1938) , and cognitive styles (Kolb & Kolb, 2005) -have had noteworthy, but limited, influence. Many have been recognized by the field of psychology, but not embraced by educators. Few have had the lasting and profound impact on education as multiple intelligences theory, which is still of interest worldwide more than 30 years after its introduction (Chen, Moran & Gardner, 2009) . Despite this broad appeal to educators, MI remains more of an inspirational educational framework rather than a fully developed scientific theory (Brody, 1992; Chomsky, 2009 ).
Research Investigating MI Theory
Some researchers classify MI theory as a "neuro-myth" due to a paucity of research into its essential neuroscientific validity (Tokuhama-Espinosa, 2010). Gardner was one of the first modern theorists to associate intelligence with specific brain regions in the early 1980s (see Table 1 ; column 6). Since the arrival of functional neuroimaging in the 1990s, neuroscientists have extensively studied the neural underpinnings of human cognition -including the concept of general intelligence.
A recent review of 318 neuroscience studies compared the neural evidence for general intelligence to each of the identified multiple intelligences and concluded "...there is a degree of coherence and uniqueness among the particular neural structures identified for each intelligence that are comparable to what has been observed for general intelligence" (Shearer & Karanian, 2017) .
This investigation provided a three-dimensional framework where the neural bases for each intelligence were described in terms of primary regions, sub-regions, and particular structures. These neural frameworks have cognitive correlates that are generally well-aligned with skillsets associated with each intelligence. The localization of cognitive-behavioral functions in the brain provides an important yet incomplete understanding of brain functionality. The interaction among brain regions provides more information about how various neural regions are activated in a coordinated manner. The study of correlated brain structures that form neural networks occurs during both task-based experiments and, also, while the brain is "at rest."
A second, in-depth analysis of 48 experiments examining resting-state neural connectivity (rsFC) found clear correspondences among several rsFC networks and seven of the multiple intelligences (naturalist not included) (Shearer, 2017a) . This investigation tested the alignment between rsFC neural networks and MI from two perspectives. First, thirteen whole-brain, model-free rsFC studies found 15 networks were aligned to the seven intelligences. Second, thirty-five region-of-interest rsFC studies revealed 21 networks to be matched to the same intelligences (and their core cognitive components). These findings reinforce the previous evidence from task-based research that there are coherent neural networks underpinning each of the multiple intelligences. For example, for kinesthetic intelligence four model-free networks were identified: Primary Motor, SensoriMotor, Cerebellar and Basal Ganglia. It was also evident that there are meaningful individual differences in how each person's brain responds to and processes stimuli (Sadaghiani, et al, 2010) .
A third review of 420 neuroscience reports examined the neural differences for each of the multiple intelligences among people with varying levels of ability. This study concluded that there are distinct neural differences among skilled, typical, and impaired people for seven of the eight intelligences (Shearer, 2017b) . Of particular note, are the large number of negative activations cited for neural regions for the impaired groups that are the same neural regions that are among the highest cited for the other two groups. It is also of interest that there are intriguing neural differences between the typical and skilled groups in surprising ways. For example, for linguistic the typical group is dominated by the temporal (41%) followed by frontal (29%). In contrast, the linguistic regions for the skilled group are dominated by frontal (27%) followed by occipital (17%) and then in third place is temporal at (16%).
These three investigations provide robust evidence that there are distinct neural frameworks for the multiple intelligences that are associated with both task-based activities and resting-state networks. These neural differences are also evident among ability groups in patterns aligned with both MI theory and cognitive behaviors associated with general intelligence. This evidence is, however, incomplete. A fully realized theory of intelligence needs to provide a sufficient level of detail to facilitate both scientific measurement and bridging between educational cognitive neuroscience and classroom practices.
Hypotheses
The following review of 417 neuroscience reports organizes 30 years of neural data according to the core skill units within each of seven intelligences. Naturalist is not included due to a limited number of studies available for its skill units. The goal is to determine if neuroscience evidence describes the neural differences and commonalities among three or four skill units within each intelligence as predicted by MI theory.
Procedures

Data Collection Steps
This is the fifth study of the neuroscience literature that began with a detailed review of the various cognitive units and specific skills associated with the multiple intelligences. For example, musical intelligence includes instrumental, vocal, composing and appreciation. Each of these ability sets includes technical skill as well as creative performance (e.g., singing on key and jazz improvisation) so the review of musical neuroscience studies would ideally be inclusive of this range of abilities. Charts were constructed for each intelligence with rows for MI cognitive units and columns for matched neural structures and cognitive skills (linguistic sample in Supplemental Information (SI) A2). All data is available upon request).
Using the terms related to each cognitive unit or specific skill ( Table 1 , column 2), PubMed or Google Scholar were used to search for published peer-reviewed empirical neuroscience studies (see journals list in SI-A4). Studies of personality characteristics or dispositions were not included (e.g., introversion, diligence, etc.). Theoretical articles or books were used for background information. Several extensive meta-analysis and topic reviews served as guides to finding pertinent studies in the target area (Blair, 2006; Duncan, 2013; Posner, 2013; Posner, Rothbart, Sheese & Kieras, 2008) . Over 417 articles were referenced for the seven intelligences. Three hundred and eighteen of these reports were used during phase one, which examined the neural correlates for the eight intelligences with an emphasis on task-based functional neuroimaging experiments (Shearer & Karanian, 2017 ). An additional 24 of rsFC studies were added to the original data along with studies that focused on the neural characteristics of a specific ability group (skilled, impaired, or typical).
The minimum number of studies for the current investigation was 32 for logical-mathematical with a maximum of 101 for intrapersonal (mean= 60) ( Table 1 , column 3).
From this dataset excerpts from each text describing neural activations associated with carefully defined cognitive skills were entered into the charts per Cognitive Unit (see linguistic -sample in Supplemental Information A2). All neural regions were then put into an Excel spreadsheet and reorganized based on neural hierarchy (Supplemental Information A3 and A5).
Neuroscience researchers use a variety of neuroanatomical labels and the specificity of regions evolved as the neuroimaging technology advanced. Some researchers identify broad regions with a single label while others use multiple terms to identify sub-regions. Still others use Brodmann numbering, Talairach Atlas, or the MNI Coordinate system. This variety of nomenclatures required a careful translation and mapping onto the three-level hierarchy (primary, sub-regions, multi-regions) described below.
Our analysis of this data employed both qualitative and quantitative methods to determine if a three-dimensional view of the neural structures associated with skill units within each intelligence could be created. This hybrid approach -qualitative and quantitative -reflects both the evolution of the field as well as our understanding of how the brain processes information -from very specific to diffuse patterns of activation.
Analyses
The analysis conducted in the present study is nearly identical to the procedures in our previous investigation (Shearer & Karanian, 2017) . First, we assessed the frequency of cited primary neural regions, which included the frontal cortex, temporal cortex, parietal cortex, occipital cortex, cingulate cortex, insular cortex, subcortical regions, and the cerebellum. We also ran a secondary analysis of several levels of sub-regions within each of the primary regions that were dominant for that intelligence. A third-level summary describes the important particular structures (sub-regions 2 and sub-regions 3) within a sub-region within a primary region (e.g., frontal cortex  prefrontal cortex  dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (Supplemental Information A3).
Lastly, multi-region neural networks (e.g., cortical-midline-structures, limbic system, corpus callosum, etc.) are examined for the skill units. Neural regions cited are assumed to be positive activations (i.e., the study reported an increase in blood oxygen level dependent signal during that particular cognitive process relative to some baseline) unless otherwise specified as "negative."
According to MI theory each intelligence is comprised of specific cognitive skill sets that are unique to that ability but may also be related to each other. Finally, as a benchmark of validity, patterns of neural commonalities and uniquenesses among the eight intelligences were compared to widely accepted neural models for general intelligence (g).
Results
The following analysis for each intelligence involves a three-level sequence of description. First, the number of citations for eight primary neural regions for the group as a whole are presented. Second, primary region citations for each of three or four skill units are compared. Third, sub-region citations for the whole group are described followed by comparisons among the three or four units. Lastly, multi-region networks for the whole group and each skill unit are described. This is followed by summary descriptions of the highest primary and sub-regions for each group and its skill units.
This analysis involves a wealth of complex data that will be summarized in the following discussion with an emphasis on the primary neural region comparisons. The citation data for all of these summaries (sub-regions and multi-regions) are presented in numerous tables in Supplemental Information. 
Interpersonal
The interpersonal literature review included 61 studies, identifying 93 citations of primary neural regions and 131 citations of sub-regions. The core skill units for interpersonal intelligence include Social Perception, Interpersonal Understanding, Social Effectiveness and Leadership (Tables 1 and 2 , Section A) (Adolphs, 2009; Decety, Skelly & Kiehl, 2013) .
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for the interpersonal and three skill units are displayed in Table 2 , section A. The fourth skill unit -Social Effectiveness -is not included due to a paucity of neural citations. There are two dominant primary regions for the whole interpersonal group -frontal and temporalwith cingulate and parietal of secondary importance (Supplemental Information B6). The Leadership skill unit most resembles the whole group with the same top four regions as their highest. Interpersonal Understanding differs from the whole group in the dominance of frontal (17 cites, 68% of total cites) and many fewer citations for only three other regions. Social Perception is also unique with temporal cortex as its highest (14 cites, 45%) followed by three other regions with many fewer citations that are tied (4 cites, 13% each). 
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole interpersonal group is available in Supplemental Information B7. The highest ten sub-regions from this list are displayed in SI-B7. The prefrontal cortex dominates the whole interpersonal group (32 cites, 24%) and is also highest for the Understanding Others and Leadership skill units, however, there are many fewer citations for Social Perception (2 cites, 5%). In contrast, Social Perception is dominated by the superior temporal sulcus (7 cites, 18%) with a variety of other sub-regions having only a few citations each (e.g., prefrontal 2 cites, 5%) (SI-B8)
There are four sub-regions in common to all three skill units -prefrontal, anterior cingulate, inferior frontal gyrus and amygdala -and a diverse array of sub-regions that are unique to each of the three units. Sub-regions unique to specific skill units and shared among units are listed in Fig. 1 and Supplemental Information B9.
Figure 1. Interpersonal: Sub-Regions Unique and Common to Skill Units
Note. Three skill units are identified for interpersonal intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Four sub-regions are common to all three skill units.
Multi-Region Networks
The multi-region neural networks identified for the combined interpersonal groups are presented in SI-B10 and B11. Of note, for the whole interpersonal group are the highest two multi-regions that are those closely identified with social understanding and empathy: temporoparietal junction and the mirror neuron system.
A comparison among the three skill unit groups (Supplemental B11) reveals that the Social Perception group has the largest number of multi-region citations (7 cites vs. 3 cites and 2 cites). The two highest multi-regions are the sensorimotor cortex (2 cites) and the mirror neuron system (2 cites). Only the temporoparietal junction is common to all three units.
Summary
In summary (see Supplemental Information C55) the interpersonal group as a whole is dominated by the frontal and temporal regions (69%), followed by several sub-regions: prefrontal cortex (24%), dorsolateral prefrontal (9%) and posterior orbitofrontal; superior temporal sulcus (6%), hippocampus (3%) and fusiform face area.
The Understanding People unit is most associated with the frontal and cingulate regions with 88% of the citations. Secondary analyses more specifically identified that the prefrontal cortex (56%) and anterior cingulate cortex (16%) accounted for a majority of sub-region citations. A third level analysis revealed the importance of the orbitofrontal and Brocas Area regions. The Leadership unit has a tie between the frontal and temporal regions (8%) as its highest primary regions followed by several frontal sub-regions: prefrontal (19%), medial prefrontal and Brocas Area; and several temporal sub-regions: superior temporal sulcus (18%), posterior superior temporal (7%) and fusiform face area. The Social Perception unit is dominated by the temporal region (45%) followed by sub-regions: superior temporal sulcus (18%), posterior superior temporal (7%) and fusiform face area.
Overall, the highest primary regions for the three skill units typically include both frontal and temporal regions with variability among the primary regions with lesser values. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having four sub-regions in common. Understanding has two sub-regions unique to it while both Leadership and Social Perception have five sub-regions that are not shared with either of the other two skill units.
Intrapersonal
The intrapersonal literature review included 101 studies, identifying 253 citations of neural primary and 437 sub-regions. The core cognitive units for intrapersonal intelligence include Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Executive Functions, and Self-Other management (Table 1, columns 3 & 8, Table 2 , section B) (Damasio, 2003; Northoff, et al, 2006) .
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for intrapersonal and three skill unit groups are displayed in Table 2 , section B. The fourth skill unit -Self-Other Management --is not included due to a paucity of neural citations. The frontal region dominates the intrapersonal group as a whole (100 cites, 40%) as well as for all three skill units (Supplemental B13 and Table 2 , section B). This is particularly noticeable for Executive Functions where frontal accounts for 50% of the citations and there are many fewer citations for the remaining four other regions. Executive Functions group is also unique because there are no citations for temporal cortex while it is second highest for the other two skill units and the group as a whole. The primary region patterns for Self-Awareness and Self-Regulation are very similar to each other with Self-Awareness nearly identical to the group as a whole: frontal, temporal and cingulate are three highest cited regions (Table 2 , section B).
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole intrapersonal group is presented in Supplemental B19. The highest ten sub-regions from the whole list are displayed in Supplemental B14. The sub-region comparisons table for the three skill units is presented in Supplemental B15. The prefrontal cortex dominates the whole intrapersonal group (81 cites, 18%) and is also highest for all three skill units. This is followed by the anterior cingulate cortex that is second highest for Self-Awareness and Self-Regulation and third for Executive Functions. Unique to Executive Functions is the motor cortex as its second highest. Unique to Self-Regulation is the amygdala as its second highest in contrast to Self-Awareness where it is in last place and it is missing from list of sub-regions for Executive Functions.
There are three sub-regions in common to all three skill units -prefrontal, anterior cingulate and basal gangliaand a diverse array of sub-regions that are unique to each of the three units. Sub-regions unique to specific skill units and shared among units are listed in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Information B16. Note. Three skill units are identified for intrapersonal intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Three sub-regions are common to all three skill units. 
Multi-Region Networks
The multi-region neural networks identified for the combined intrapersonal groups are presented in Supplemental B17. Of note for the whole intrapersonal group are the highest three multi-regions that are closely identified with self-understanding and management: default mode network, cortical-midline system, and frontal executive network.
A comparison among the three skill unit groups (Supplemental B18) reveals the default mode network is highest for Self-Awareness and frontal executive network is highest for Self-Regulation. There are no multi-regions cited for Executive Functions and no multi-regions common to all three units.
Summary
In summary (see Supplemental Information C56) intrapersonal group as a whole is dominated by the frontal region (39%), followed by several frontal sub-regions: prefrontal cortex (31%), dorsomedial prefrontal (7%) and ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex.
The Self-Awareness unit is nearly identical to the intrapersonal group as a whole for both primary and sub-region arrays. The frontal (37%), temporal (18%) and cingulate (16%) primary regions dominate followed by associated sub-regions: prefrontal cortex, medial / anterior temporal and anterior / posterior cingulate. Level three sub-regions are also similar to those cited for the whole group: ventromedial orbitofrontal, parahippocampus, and ventral striatum. The Self-Regulation unit is only dominated by the frontal cortex (30%) followed by sub-regions prefrontal (17%), lateral prefrontal and (unique to Self-Regulation) Broca's Area and the fusiform gyrus. The Executive Functions unit is dominated by the frontal cortex (50%) and prefrontal and motor cortex sub-region followed by orbitofrontal and pre-supplementary motor area. Unique to Executive Functions are cited the precuneus and striatum.
Overall, two skill units have the same five highest primary regions with frontal and temporal in the top two positions. Executive Functions is unique because temporal is missing from its list altogether and frontal dominates with all other regions having much smaller values. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having three sub-regions in common. Self-Awareness has four sub-regions unique to it while Self-Regulation has five sub-regions unique and Executive Functions has three sub-regions that are not shared with either of the other two skill units.
Linguistic
The linguistic literature review included 37 studies, identifying 156 citations of primary neural regions and 93 sub-regions. The core cognitive units for linguistic intelligence includes Reading, Writing, Speech and Other Language functions (McCandliss & Noble, 2003; Price, 2012) . (Table 1 , columns 3 & 8; Table 2 , section C).
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for the three skill unit groups are displayed in Table 2 , section C. The fourth and fifth skill units -Multi-Modal and Other Language functions -are not included due to inadequate definitional clarity. The temporal cortex dominates the linguistic group as a whole (see SI-B20 (51 cites, 33%) as well as two of the three skill units. This is particularly noticeable for the Speech unit (12 cites, 52%) and less so for Reading (13, 34%) but temporal cortex is tied for third place with Subcortical for Writing (5 cites, 12%). There are only four sub-regions for Speech following temporal that are much fewer in number (ranging from 1 -5). The Reading skill unit differs from the other two units because it is dominated by three primary regions -temporal, frontal and parietal. Writing is dominated by frontal and occipital (50%) which is unique because occipital is low on the list for Reading and missing from the Speech unit. Parietal cortex is highest for Reading (8 cites, 21%) and lower for Writing (4 cites, 10%) and Speech (4 cites, 17%) (see Table 2 , section C).
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole linguistic group is presented in Supplemental Information B25 and the highest 10 sub-regions are listed below in SI-B21. The sub-region comparisons table for the three skill unit groups are presented in SI-B22.
The inferior frontal gyrus dominates the linguistic group as a whole (16 cites, 9%) and the Reading skill unit (6 cites, 13%) (see SI-B21). There are distinct differences among the three skill units. Both Speech and Writing are dominated by two sub-regions that are different from each other: Speech = inferior parietal lobule and superior temporal sulcus; Writing = prefrontal and motor cortex. The highest sub-region for Reading is the inferior frontal gyrus (6 cites, 13%) followed by many other sub-regions at lower values (ranging 1 -4). The prefrontal cortex is second highest for the whole linguistic group but missing from Speech and Reading and tied for highest for Writing (5 cites, 12%) (see SI-B22).
There are two sub-regions common to all three skill units -motor cortex and inferior frontal gyrus -and a diverse array of sub-regions unique to each unit (see Fig. 3 and Supplemental Information B23). Note. Three skill units are identified for linguistic intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Two sub-regions are common to all three skill units.
Multi-Regions
The top two multi-region neural networks for the whole group are those that are most often associated with both basic language processing and reading/writing -occipitotemporal cortex and language areas (Supplemental B24).
The multi-region network comparisons among the skill unit groups reveals several differences (Supplemental B25). There are three multi-regions cited seven times for Reading; two regions for Speech and no multi-regions cited for Writing. Reading is noted for the multi-regions involving the temporal cortex (occipitotemporal, parietotemporal) while Speech is associated with the frontoparietal network and language areas.
Summary
In summary, (see Supplemental Information C57) linguistic intelligence for the combined group is associated most strongly with the temporal (51 cites, 33%), frontal (44 cites, 28%) and parietal (24 cites, 15%) primary regions. Temporal sub-regions identified include inferior temporal, fusiform gyrus and visual word form area. Frontal sub-regions include inferior frontal gyrus, posterior inferior frontal gyrus and Brocas Area. Parietal sub-regions include inferior parietal lobule, angular gyrus and precuneus.
The Reading skill unit has its highest primary regions nearly identical to those of the whole group described above. Many of the same sub-regions are also included. Writing skill unit is dominated by the frontal (13 cites, 31%) and occipital (8 cites, 19%) regions. Sub-regions within the frontal cortex include prefrontal, motor cortex, dorsolateral PFC, Brocas Area and the orbitofrontal gyrus. Speech has the temporal cortex as its dominant (12 cites, 52%) with related sub-regions: superior temporal sulcus, Wernickes Area, and the visual word form area.
Overall, two skill units have temporal, frontal and parietal as their highest while it is in fourth place for the Writing unit. Writing is also different with occipital in second place and it is of much less importance to the other skill units. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having two sub-regions in common.
Reading has four sub-regions unique to it while both Writing and Speech have five sub-regions that are not shared with either of the other two skill units. 
Logical-mathematical
The logical-mathematical literature review included 32 studies, identifying 99 citations of primary regions and 131 sub-regions citations. The core cognitive units for logical-math intelligence include Mathematical Reasoning and Logical Reasoning, and g (General Intelligence) ( Table 2 , columns 3 & 8) (Barbey & Barsalou, 2009; Dehaene, Molko, Cohen & Wilson, 2004; Duncan, et al, 2000) .
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for whole Logical-mathematical group and the three skill unit groups are displayed in Table 2 , section D). There are two dominant primary regions tied for first place for the whole Logical-math group -frontal and parietal (32 cites, 27%) and the temporal region is in third place at 19 cites (18%), (Supplemental B27). The frontal region is among the highest for all skill unit groups. General Intelligence (g) most closely resembles the whole group in its pattern of primary regions. Mathematical Reasoning differs from the whole group in the dominance of the parietal region (18 cites, 51%) while Logical Reasoning has the temporal region as its highest (15 cites, 38%) at a much higher level than all the other groups. The parietal region is in first place for g and Math Reasoning but is in third place for Logical Reasoning (Table 2 , section D).
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole Logical-math group is available in Supplemental Information B33. The highest ten sub-regions from the whole list are displayed in SI-B28. The sub-region comparisons table for the three-skill unit group are presented in SI-B29.
The prefrontal cortex dominates the whole Logical-math group (32 cites, 24%) (SI-B33). The prefrontal cortex is also highest for Logical Reasoning (7 cites, 16%) and in second place for Math Reasoning (5 cites, 14%) but missing entirely from the g skill unit. The g skill unit is unique for the lack of a single dominate sub-region but instead there are five sub-regions with only two citations each from the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes (Table 2 , section D).
There are two sub-regions in common to all three skill units -inferior parietal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus --and several sub-regions that are unique to each of the skill units. The intraparietal sulcus is unique to and highest for Math Reasoning (8 cites, 23%) and missing from the other two skill units. Sub-regions unique to specific skill units and shared among units are listed in Fig. 4 and Supplemental Information B30. Note. Three skill units are identified for logical-mathematical intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Two sub-regions are common to all three skill units.
Multi-Regions
The multi-region neural networks identified for the combined logical-math groups are presented in Supplemental Information B31 and B32. Of note, there are five multi-regions with single citations for the whole group including frontoparietal and frontotemporal cortices.
A comparison among the three skill unit groups (Supplemental B32) reveals that only Logical Reasoning has more than one multi-region cited. The four multi-regions cited are very similar to those cited for the whole Logical-math group. There are no multi-regions cited for Math Reasoning and only one for g, sylvian fissure.
Summary
In summary, (see Supplemental Information C58) the logical-math group as a whole is dominated by the frontal and parietal regions (tied at 32 cites, 31%) followed by several sub-regions: prefrontal, posterior inferior frontal and Brocas Area.
The Logical Reasoning unit is dominated by the temporal and frontal cortices (70%). Secondary analyses of temporal sub-regions for Logical Reasoning more specifically identified the medial temporal and parahippocampal gyrus. Sub-regions within the frontal region include the prefrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal and Brocas Area. Mathematical Reasoning is associated with the parietal cortex (18 cites, 51%) followed by the intraparietal sulcus, angular gyrus and precuneus. The frontal cortex is of secondary importance with sub-regions-prefrontal, posterior inferior front and Brocas Area. General intelligence (g) has the parietal and frontal tied as its highest primary regions (8 cites, 32%). Secondary analyses of the parietal region identified the inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus and anterior supramarginal gyrus. Sub-regions identified within the frontal region include medial / lateral postcentral lobules and the posterior inferior frontal.
Overall, two skill units have the same two highest primary regions (parietal and frontal) while temporal is uniquely highest for Logical Reasoning. General Intelligence is unique because the cingulate cortex is missing from its list altogether while it is in third and fourth place for the other two units. Frontal is in second place for all three skill units. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having two sub-regions in common. General Intelligence has five sub-regions unique to it while both Math Reasoning and Logical Reasoning have four sub-regions each that are not shared with either of the other two skill units. 
Visual-Spatial
The visual-spatial literature review included 49 studies, identifying 200 citations of primary and 308 sub-regions. The core cognitive units for visual-spatial intelligence includes Spatial Cognition, Insight-Intuition, Visual Arts, and Working with Objects (Tables 1 and 3 , section A) (Aziz-Zadeh, Liew & Dandekar, 2013; Cui, 2007; Qiu, et al, 2008 
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for the visual-spatial and four skill units are displayed in Table 3 , section A. There are two dominant primary regions for the whole visual-spatial group accounting for 59% of all citations-frontal (36%) and parietal (23%) (Supplemental B34). The Spatial Cognition unit most resembles the whole group with the same top four regions with generally the same values. The Insight-Intuition unit differs the most from the whole group with Subcortical regions as its highest (10 cites, 31%) and tied with frontal. Parietal is in its third position at a much lower value (12%) than either of the other units (20% vs. 43%). The Visual Arts unit has the frontal region in first place at a value higher than all other skill units (48% vs. 30% vs. 35%) ( Table 3 , section A).
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole visual-spatial group is presented in Supplemental Information B40. The sub-region comparisons table for the four skill units is presented in Supplemental Information B36.
The motor and prefrontal cortices dominate the whole visual-spatial group (23 cites, 5%; 21 cites, 5%, respectively) (SI-B35). Of secondary importance are three sub-regions -basal ganglia (13 cites), premotor (13 cites) and superior parietal lobule (12 cites).
The prefrontal and motor cortices are the highest for the Spatial Cognition and Visual Arts sub-regions. The basal ganglia and prefrontal are highest for Insight while the motor cortex and intraparietal sulcus are the highest for Working with Objects. Spatial Cognition and Working with Objects share the intraparietal sulcus and inferior temporal cortex. The inferior parietal lobule is common to three of the four skill units: Spatial Cognition, Visual Arts and Working with Objects (Table 3 , section A).
There are two sub-regions common to all four skill units: motor cortex and superior parietal lobule and several sub-regions that are unique to and shared by two or more skill units. See Fig. 5 and Supplemental Information B37. Note. Four skill units are identified for visual-spatial intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Three sub-regions are common to all four skill units.
Multi-Regions
The multi-region neural networks identified for the whole visual-spatial sample and skill units are presented in Supplemental Information B38 and B39. Of note are three occipital and parietal networks and the mirror neuron system. These are same as is evident for the Spatial Cognition and Insight-Intuition skill units.
Summary
In summary, (see Supplemental Information C59) for the combined groups visual-spatial intelligence is strongly associated with two primary regions-frontal (72 cites, 36%) and parietal (45 cites, 23%). The next strongest ijps.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Psychological Studies Vol. 11, No. 3; primary regions are temporal and occipital. The remaining four regions are of much lesser importance. The highest frontal sub-regions are the motor and prefrontal cortices followed by the third level premotor and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The sub-regions of note within the parietal cortex are superior parietal lobule, precuneus and posterior precuneus.
The Spatial Cognition skill unit shares the same primary regions as the whole group -frontal and parietalalong with the same frontal and parietal sub-regions, but includes the supramarginal gyrus. The Insight-Intuition skill group is uniquely identified with the Subcortical primary region followed by basal ganglia, striatum/midbrain and the dorsal striatum. The frontal cortex is its second highest primary region including the prefrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal sub-regions. The Visual Arts skill unit has the highest percentage of frontal cortex citations (12, cites, 48% with numerous frontal sub-regions including prefrontal, premotor, dorsolateral PFC and posterior dorsolateral PFC. The Working with Objects skill unit is unique for having parietal cortex as its highest (10 cites, 44%) followed by its sub-regions: intraparietal sulcus, anterior intraparietal and angular gyrus. Frontal cortex is its second highest primary region including the motor and premotor cortices and dorsal premotor gyrus.
Overall, the highest regions for three skill units include frontal and parietal as their highest primary regions with occipital and temporal as second tier importance. Insight-Intuition is unique with subcortical and frontal tied for first place and five other regions of lesser importance. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having three sub-regions in common. Insight-Intuition has four sub-regions unique to it. Working with Objects has three unique sub-regions while both Spatial Cognition and Visual Arts have two sub-regions that are not shared with either of the other two skill units. Several skill units each have two or three sub-regions that are shared with one other skill unit.
Kinesthetic
The kinesthetic literature review included 60 studies, identifying 338 citations of primary neural regions and 551 sub-regions. The core skill units for kinesthetic intelligence includes Motor Cognition, Dexterity, Whole Body Movement, Body Awareness, and Other Movements (Brown, Martinez & Parsons, 2006; Jantzen, Steinberg & Kelso, 2008) . (see Tables 2 and 3 , section B).
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for the whole group and four skill units are displayed in Table 3 , section B and Supplemental B41. The fifth skill unit -Symbolic Movements -is not included due to inadequate definitional clarity.
The frontal and parietal regions dominate the group as a whole (97 cites, 42%; 53 cites, 23%, respectively). These are followed by three regions of secondary importance (cerebellum, 23; subcortical, 21 and temporal 17 cites each) associated with kinesthetic intelligence (Table 3 , section B). Both frontal and parietal regions are in either first or second place for all skill units, however, significant differences are evident thereafter. There are only a total of three primary regions for the Motor Cognition unit where cerebellum is in third place. Cerebellum is tied with Subcortical as of secondary importance for the Dexterity and Whole Body units. Uniquely, the Cerebellum is in last place for the Body Awareness unit. Unique to the Dexterity unit is the presence of temporal cortex in second place while it is much lower for Whole Body and not present for Body Awareness and Motor Cognition.
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole kinesthetic group is presented in Supplemental Information B47. The sub-region comparison table for the three skill unit groups is presented in Supplemental Information B43.
The Motor Cortex (69 cites, 16%) dominates the whole kinesthetic group and is also highest for all four skill units (SI-B47). Sub-region citation values for all four units are much lower thereafter. Of note, Dexterity has the superior temporal gyrus and basal ganglia of secondary importance. There are four sub-regions tied as secondary importance for the Whole Body skill unit including the superior temporal gyrus and basal ganglia. Basal ganglia and posterior parietal cortex are in secondary positions for Body Awareness. The prefrontal cortex is second highest following Motor Cortex for the Motor Cognition skill unit (SI-B43).
There are two sub-regions in common to all four skill units -motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex-and several sub-regions that are unique to each of the four units. Sub-regions unique to specific skill units and shared among units are listed in Fig. 6 . There are a variety of sub-regions in common to two or three units described in Note. Four skill units are identified for kinesthetic intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Two sub-regions are common to all three skill units.
Multi-Regions
The multi-region neural networks identified for the whole kinesthetic sample are presented in Supplemental Information B45 and B46. The top three networks -mirror neuron, frontoparietal and limbic --are not specifically focused on brain regions most often associated with physical movements but instead pertain to interpersonal understanding, external focused attention, and emotions. However, there are single citations for four networks that do deal with body movement: cerebellothalamic, sensorimotor cortex, audiovisual motor and pontocerebellar.
Summary
In summary, (see Supplemental Information C60) the kinesthetic group as a whole is dominated by the frontal (97 cites, 42%) and parietal (53 cites, 23%) regions, followed by several sub-regions: motor cortex (27%), primary motor (25%) and dorsal / ventral premotor.
The Dexterity unit is most associated with the frontal cortex (37%) followed by the temporal and parietal cortices (tied at 16% each). Secondary analyses more specifically identified motor, primary motor and dorsal premotor sub-regions. Within the parietal region the inferior parietal lobule is noted. The Whole Body Movement unit has nearly a tie between the frontal and parietal regions 32% and 34%) as its highest primary regions followed by several frontal sub-regions: motor cortex (21%), primary motor, SMA, and Brocas Area. Several parietal sub-regions are identified: Posterior / inferior parietal and the medial superior / posterior parietal. The Body Awareness unit is dominated by the same two primary regions: frontal (49%) and to a lesser extent the parietal (23%). Secondary analyses more specifically identified motor, primary motor, SMA and lateral premotor sub-regions. Within the parietal region, the posterior parietal cortex is noted. The Motor Cognition unit is also dominated by the frontal (55%) and parietal cortices (30%). Secondary analysis identified the motor and prefrontal sub-regions followed by the SMA and dorsal / ventral premotor regions. Sub-regions within the parietal cortex includes the medial / inferior parietal structures.
Overall, the highest primary regions for the three skill units typically include both frontal and parietal regions with variability among the primary regions with lesser values. Dexterity is unique for having the temporal cortex tied as second highest tied with parietal. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having two sub-regions in common. Body Awareness has three sub-regions unique to it while the remaining three skill units have only two sub-regions that are unique and are not shared with either of the other three units.
Musical
The musical literature review included 77 studies, identifying 338 citations of primary regions and 551 sub-regions. The skill units for musical intelligence include Musical Production, Musical Perception, Musical Cognition, and Melody-Pitch-Rhythm (Tables 2 and 3 , section C) (Basten, Hilger & Fiebach, 2015; Gaser & Schlaug, 2003) .
Primary Regions
Results from the analysis of the primary neural regions for the whole musical group and four skill units are displayed in Tables 3, section C and SI-B48. There are two primary regions that dominate the whole musical group: frontal (132 cites, 39%) and temporal (80 cites, 24%). Of secondary importance are three regions: parietal (42 cites, 12%), subcortical (28 cites, 9%) and cerebellum (28 cites, 8%) (SI-B48). The Cognition and Production skill units are very similar in their highest three regions -frontal, temporal and parietal --and the same two regions of second level importance -subcortical and cerebellum. The Perception skill unit shares the same top primary regions is highest for the whole group -frontal and temporal -and the second level regions are also similar to the whole group (Table 3 , section C).
The Melody-Pitch-Rhythm skill unit differs the most from the whole group as well as the other three skill units. The temporal and parietal regions are its two highest with frontal in third place at a much lower level (18% vs. 35%, 32% and 43%).
Sub-Regions
The complete list of sub-regions for the whole musical group is presented in Supplemental Information B54. The sub-region comparisons table for the four skill units is presented in Supplemental Information B50.
The motor cortex and superior temporal gyrus dominate the whole musical group (77 cites, 14%; 48 cites, 9%, respectively) and are also highest for three skill units-Production, Perception and Cognition. There are distinct differences in the overall sub-region patterns for the musical skill units. Motor cortex dominates the Production skill unit (55 cites, 22%) while Perception is dominated by motor and superior temporal gyrus (tied at 17 cites, 26%). The Musical Cognition unit has three sub-regions tied as its highest but at very low levels (4 cites, 14%) -motor cortex, inferior frontal gyrus and superior temporal cortex. The Melody-Pitch-Rhythm unit has two sub-regions tied as its highest also at low levels (3 cites, 13%) -inferior parietal lobule and superior temporal cortex (SI-B50).
There are three sub-regions in common to all four skill units -motor cortex, superior temporal cortex, prefrontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule -and a few sub-regions unique to each of the skill units. Sub-regions unique and shared among units are listed in Fig. 7 or Supplemental Information B51. Note. Four skill units are identified for musical intelligence. Each unit has several neural regions unique to it along with several neural regions in common with other skill units. Four sub-regions are common to all four skill units.
Multi-Regions
The multi-region neural networks identified for the whole musical sample are presented in Supplemental B52. It is noteworthy that there are many multi-regions cited including the language areas, mirror neuron system, corpus callosum and temporoparietal junction. This suggests that musical processing involves widespread patterns of cerebral activation.
Multi-regions cited for the four skill units are displayed in Supplemental Information B53. The multi-region list for the Musical Production skill unit is nearly identical to that of the whole musical group. It also stands in stark contrast to that of the other three skill units which have none or a few multi-regions cited. Of note, the Musical and Perception skill unit is associated with two multi-regions -mirror neuron and limbic systems. This is of interest because this skill unit includes the emotional aspects of musical perception.
Summary
In summary, (see Supplemental Information C61) the musical group as a whole is dominated by two primary regions: frontal and temporal. The frontal cortex (132 cites, 39%) is followed by the motor cortex, premotor, dorsal premotor, and Brocas Area. The temporal cortex (80 cites, 24%) is followed by superior temporal gyrus, primary auditory cortex and Wernickes Area.
The Musical Cognition skill unit has three primary regions dominant: frontal, temporal and parietal. The frontal unit is followed by motor cortex, premotor and Broca's Area. The temporal region is followed by superior temporal cortex and gyrus, primary auditory cortex and Heschls Gyrus. The parietal region is followed by the anterior / superior parietal lobule and precuneus. The Musical Perception skill unit is also dominated by the frontal and temporal cortices. The frontal cortex includes motor and primary auditory cortices and dorsal premotor. The temporal cortex includes the superior and anterior temporal gyrus. The Musical Production skill unit is also dominated by the frontal and temporal cortices. The frontal cortex includes the motor, premotor, primary motor cortices and Brocas Area. The temporal cortex includes the superior temporal gyrus, primary auditory cortex and Wernickes Area. The Melody-Pitch-Rhythm skill unit is dominated by the temporal and parietal cortices. The temporal cortex includes superior temporal cortex and superior / inferior temporal gyrus. The parietal cortex includes the inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus and angular gyrus.
Overall, the highest primary regions for three of the four skill units include both frontal and temporal regions with variability among the primary regions with much lesser values. Melody-Pitch-Rhythm is unique for having parietal and temporal for its highest primary regions. Each skill unit has its own unique sub-region pattern while having four sub-regions in common. Musical Perception has three sub-regions unique to it while Musical Cognition has two unique regions. Melody and Production have single sub-regions that are unique and not shared with either of the other two skill units.
Summary Discussion and Conclusions
A viable scientific description of complex phenomena such as intelligence requires a level of detail that can be useful to scientists as well as practitioners. MI theory described in Frames of Mind (1983) has proven to be a good guide for educators but less useful or dismissed by neuroscientists. Cerebral structures cited by Gardner for each intelligence, based on the limited neuroscience evidence available at the time, have proven to be both robust and limited. Like the proverbial tip of an iceberg, they pointed the way towards a large and complex neural architecture that is gradually being revealed by advanced neuro-imaging techniques. Sophisticated research methods are also drawing closer connections between brain processes and educational practices.
Phase One of the ongoing, multi-phase investigation previously identified neural frameworks that are distinctive for each of the eight intelligences (Shearer & Karanian, 2017) . This high-level analysis confirms that the theoretical model proposed by Gardner has a coherent neural basis and suggests an integration of MI theory with general intelligence. But these findings are limited to the broad, general conception for each of the intelligences.
It is important to keep in mind that individual intelligences are a composite of specific skills and cognitive performances. The present study reviewed the neuroscience evidence to test the hypothesis that these skill units form coherent sub-divisions matched with a designated intelligence. The data revealed that the units have both shared and unique neural activation patterns aligned with known cognitive correlates. These patterns are reviewed at the primary and sub-region levels below.
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Primary Region Analysis
Supplemental Information C55 -C61 (comprised of tables for the seven intelligences) graphically displays the hierarchy of primary neural regions cited in the literature for each skill unit. Differences and similarities among skill units are evident. Table 24 (above) summarizes the frequency of these primary neural citations for each skill unit. What is striking about this table is the scatter among the primary regions and that five of the eight regions score quite highly on distinct levels. Frontal is highest for first place (13); parietal is the highest for second place (9) (followed closely by frontal (7) and temporal (7); subcortical is highest for third place; occipital (8) and cingulate (7) are highest for fourth place; and finally, again subcortical (3) is highest for fifth place among several regions with low level citations.
Frontal, temporal and parietal are noteworthy for two reasons. First, they are among the most frequently cited neural regions associated with general intelligence (Basten, Hilger & Fiebach, 2015; Duncan, et al, 2000; Grabner, et al, 2006; Jung & Haier, 2007) This suggests that each intelligence has its own complex reasoning and problem-solving dimensions similar to those employed by general intelligence. Second, these regions have been described as "neural hotspots of evolutionary expansion" (Hill, et al, 2010; Van Essen, et al, 2007) . This is in line with one of the key pieces of evidence cited by Howard Gardner supporting his contention that these abilities qualify as forms of "intelligence" that have promoted the development of human civilization and are instrumental to meaning making.
Conversely, these data and previous investigations (Shearer & Karanian, 2017; Shearer, 2017a) show that numerous neural regions beyond those associated with general intelligence are involved in the processing of the different intelligences. For example, subcortical and occipital regions score highly in the third and fourth positions, respectively. These values may be at lower levels but their importance to intelligences as diverse as logical-mathematical and musical is not insignificant. 
Sub-Region Analysis
It is important to carefully examine the activation patterns of sub-regions within a primary region because these smaller neural structures are often associated with more specific kinds of cognitive activity. The tally of sub-regions displayed in Table 5 that are common to all skill units (column four, within their designated intelligence) ranges from two to four (m= 2.7). The tally of sub-regions that are cited as unique to a designated skill unit ranges from seven to fourteen (m= 11). The average number of sub-regions that are shared by two or three skill units is 5.7, ranging from one to ten. These data indicate that the skill units within each intelligence have a common neural basis with additional neural structures to process their specific cognitive-behavioral aspects.
For example, the four shared neural sub-regions for musical intelligence (Fig. 7 and Supplemental B51) are the motor cortex, superior temporal gyrus, prefrontal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobule. Unique to the skill unit Musical Cognition are two regions: inferior temporal and middle frontal cortices. This combination is identified with several cognitive skills related to working memory, planning, executive functions and visual / object learning. There are many such rich and intriguing correlations between groups of neural regions and related cognitive performances worthy of further explication that is beyond the scope of this report.
Conclusions
The present investigation uncovered neural evidence indicating that within each intelligence are cognitive-skill units that have their own neural uniqueness and commonalities. These shared and unique neural activation patterns are evident in both large (primary) regions as well as smaller sub-regions.
The metaphor that applies to this analysis is that of a tree. The trunk represents the whole brain with branches for each intelligence. Second level branches represent skill units growing from each intelligence. Twigs and leaves represent particular activities associated with each skill unit. For example, letter-sound decoding is a twig-leaf for reading (a branch) that is supported by its main branch of linguistic intelligence that grows from the trunk. The trunk is comprised of multiple layers that sustain all the intelligences: logical reasoning, insight-intuition, aesthetic judgement, and creative cognition (Calvo-Merino. et al, 2007; Fink, 2007; . Highly skilled reading involves both specific skills associated with language processing but also this array of generic abilities.
Implications
There are three potential implications emanating from this investigation. First, the development of any new scientific theory rarely emerges fully realized in a single effort. Frames of Mind is a comprehensive description of MI theory with brief descriptions of several neural regions associated with each of the seven intelligences. Extensive accounts of many other kinds of data are provided in support of Gardner's contention that intelligence is best characterized as multiple rather than singular. The present analysis adds multiple layers of neural description to the frameworks underpinning each of the intelligences and their constituent skill units.
These descriptions provide a detailed neural architecture for what has previously had only a sketchy outline of key neural elements. Neuroscientists study specific behaviors and then extrapolate from the data to infer broader abstract abilities. The theory of multiple intelligences has been difficult to investigate directly due to the abstract nature of the designated intelligences as composites of skills and cognitive performances. The neural architecture presented here offers a detailed roadmap of specific behaviors amenable to experimental research not previously available.
Lastly, this work describes the neural features underlying specific cognitive behaviors that are the target of instruction in schools and classrooms, e.g., reading, mathematical reasoning, musical performance, and whole body movement, etc. MI theory has inspired many educators to alter instruction, curriculum, and school design without this knowledge, however, many of these efforts have been difficult to deploy widely. The emerging field of educational cognitive neuroscience strives to apply its findings from the lab to the classroom in a way that can be systematic and replicable without over-simplification (Goswami & Szucs, 2011) . This dichotomy between the science of brain research and the art of instruction has been described as a "bridge too far" by Bruer (1997) . The detailed neural architecture described here represents a practical interface between instructional efforts and insights about how the brain operates (Immordino-Yang & Gotlieb, 2016; Schwartz, 2015; Tokuhama-Espinosa, 2010) . A goal of MI-inspired instruction is to use a student's strengths to create "personalized" curriculum that promotes the development of academic (IQ-based) skills (Chen, Krechevsky & Viens, 1998; Hale, et al, 2016; Neubauer, et al, 2005) .
Limitations and Future Directions
The goal of this investigation is to examine the neural validity of skill units underlying seven intelligences as described by MI theory. The foundation of validity is the reliability of the data. First, to ensure validity, we selected well-designed, peer reviewed neuroscientific studies that examined neural activity carefully matched with the core cognitive / behavioral components comprising each of the intelligences. To enhance reliability, we included data from numerous experiments as a form of inter-rater reliability. The tables summarizing these statistics do not measure the strength of the activation patterns between MI theory and the brain, but rather reflect the confidence that we can have that the findings have been replicated by more than one observer or experiment. When multiple experiments agree that particular neural structures are associated with specific cognitive / behaviors, we can have confidence that such a relationship is robust and accurate.
There are a several limitations to this approach. First, even one well-designed experiment may produce valid results that have not yet been replicated by other researchers. Second, at any given point in time groups of neuroscientists may be focused on specific neural regions or cognitive-behaviors while other brain areas are neglected. Both possibilities mean that we need to view our findings here as a basic framework that needs to be elaborated and reorganized as the science progresses. Neural regions with just a few citations might be viewed as candidates for inclusion in the framework for that intelligence. Third, the dynamic interactions among the various neural structures detailed in this framework also require more study and description. Fourth, the relationship between the size of the neural structure and its impact on the cognitive / behavioral performance is uncertain and requires future clarification.
Previous reviews of the neuroscience literature concluded that the concept of general intelligence is included in the theory of multiple intelligences as a composite of the logical-mathematical and linguistic intelligences. This conclusion is supported by the present findings. To perceive IQ and MI as incompatible formulations is more of a cultural distinction as opposed to a conclusion based on the neural evidence. If educational institutions are to serve all students' development regardless of cultural background and neural configurations, we need to be cognizant of how our assumptions about intelligence impact instruction, curriculum, and school design. As our brain knowledge expands so too must our consideration of cognitive tools thought to be of value as instructional strategies.
Jung and Haier (2008) (quoted earlier) stated that "…a neuroscience approach that recognizes the importance of individual differences and the necessity to evaluate each student as an individual" is required to apply neuroscientific evidence to education. When our assumptions and assessments include the rich diversity of intellectual products embodied by the theory of multiple intelligences (Chen, Krechevsky & Viens, 1998 ), we will have made significant progress toward the creation of a workable interface between neuroscience and the daily practice of teaching that unlocks human potential-one unique brain at a time.
Notes:
*To qualify as an intelligence, each set of abilities has to fair reasonably well in meeting eight criteria as specified in Frames of Mind, 1983, p. 62 -67: 1-identifiable cerebral systems 2-evolutionary history and plausibility 3-core set of operations 4-meaning encoded in a symbol system 5-a distinct developmental history & mastery 6-savants, prodigies and exceptional people 7-evidence from experimental psychology
8-psychometric findings
Definition: Intelligence is a biopsychological potential to process information that can be activated in a cultural setting to solve problems or create products that are of value in a culture. Intelligence Reframed (1999).
** Haier and Jung (2008, p. 173 ) describe a widely distributed neural network model that underpins intelligence called the Parieto-Frontal Integration Theory (P-FIT) involving the frontal lobes, parietal, temporal and occipital cortices.
"The P-FIT recognizes that our species gathers and processes information predominantly through auditory and/or visual means, usually in combination; thus, particular brain regions within the temporal and occipital lobes are critical to early processing of sensory information: the extrastriate cortex (BAs 18, 19) and fusiform gyrus (BA 37), involving recognition and subsequent imagery and/or elaboration of visual input, and Wernicke's area (BA 22), involving analysis and/or elaboration of syntax of auditory information. This basic sensory processing is then fed forward to the parietal cortex, predominantly the supramarginal (BA 40), inferior parietal (BA 7), and angular (BA 39) gyri, wherein structural symbolism and/or abstraction of the current set to alternative cognitive sets are generated and elaborated. The parietal cortex interacts with frontal regions (i.e., BAs 6, 9, 10, 45-47), which serve to hypothesis test various solutions to a given problem. Once the best solution emerges, the anterior cingulate (BA 32) is engaged to constrain response selection as well as inhibition of other competing responses. This process is critically dependent upon the fidelity of underlying white matter needed to facilitate rapid and error free transmission of data from posterior to frontal brain regions.
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